New Instruments and Innovations

The extra time of the lockdown months offered us the opportunity to dive deeper into our applied research and prototyping of new sound sources. As it often takes some time, from our cutting edge beginnings to the point when these innovations find their resonance, we take the opportunity to share the links to our latest and special editions. If you have not yet discovered them, please take the chance in browsing through the brochures which can also be found on our website.

Sonic Chi Circle:

Through an interesting request and commission by a Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioner, we got hooked on to one of the most ancient medical texts of humanity and could bridge its tonal healing system to the series of our minimalistic Swinging Chimes. Now a single instrument holds all 5 Elemental Scales in the archetypal Pythagorean tuning, based on A 432. A veritably pioneering and promising Sound Healing instrument for everyone with a sincere dedication to explore phenomenologically the archetypes of tonal intervals, their matrix of relatedness and harmonising power

Know more about them here.
These extraordinary rotating Plate-bells are a serendipitous chance discovery by one of our very talented and inventive artisans and the brochure not only relates the unusual story and its context of Egyptian psycho-transformational alchemy but also introduces the underlying sacred geometry of the unique and powerful bells. Know more about them here.

Sonics Pyramids:

After having worked with the Planetary Frequencies in direct contact with Hans Cousto in the ninety eighties, these instruments are create their magic due to an inbuilt possibility of movement. The Sound Ships rock, the Sound Bridges swing and the Sound Ellipses rotate around their own axis. Know more about them here.

Orbits:

These extraordinary rotating Plate-bells are a serendipitous chance discovery by one of our very talented and inventive artisans and the brochure not only relates the unusual story and its context of Egyptian psycho-transformational alchemy but also introduces the underlying sacred geometry of the unique and powerful bells. Know more about them here.